HISTORIC NONPROFIT
LANDS LONG-TERM PROSPECT
WITH CASE FOR SUPPORT
How storytelling made the case.

The Client: A historic education-based nonprofit that helps at-risk youth get into college.
The Challenge: Great cause. Donor with deep pockets. Perfect match. Right? Well, not exactly. This
nonprofit tried to court a very important donor they dubbed the “ one to snag” but this highly soughtafter donor kept swiping left on their efforts.
The marketing director found Shereese Floyd-Thompson, founder of Witness My Life, in a room on
Clubhouse, where she was able to speak directly to Shereese to ask her questions.
“We tried everything. He’s the perfect donor, but we can’t seem to get this attention," she said.
She mentioned being in the middle of writing a case for support. She was given a directive to talk
about how the organization was the first of its kind in the community, but she felt that was not the
right approach.
“But, I’m not sure what else to say,” she said.
The Solution: Shereese asked the woman one question: “What does the donor value?”
“He values legacy and making a difference,” the marketing director replied.
“Let’s start there.”
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Shereese advises the director to start talking to him and not at him and make a case to support his
values-- to make the case about the donor and not about the organization.
She advised to stick with a series of “firsts” but to make those “firsts” in alignment with the donor's
values. Her advice was to showcase stories about the young people the organization put through
college-- told through their eyes. For instance, use themes like:
First to go to college
First to graduate
First to see themselves as more
First to feel like they made a difference
First time feeling proud of themselves
... all of which speaks to legacy and what the donor cares about.
She also advised that instead of using the word “donate” use “partner.”. One takes from him and the
other suggests making a difference together. Telling the stories of impact makes the donor the hero.
The Result: The marketing director reported that the organization was able to get a meeting with the
donor and after making their case, he agreed to a pledge -- smaller than the ask but with the potential
to give more over time. Shereese suggested making sure to send monthly story-based correspondence
focused on those firsts so he could see his money in action.
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